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PLUTOCRACY VS. DEMOCRACY 

I. A HOUSE DIVIDED. 

T HE UNITED STATES cannot hope to exist part demo- 
cratic and part plutocratic. It is impossible for two 

.huge social forces like democracy and plutocracy to divide 
the field between them. There is no such thing as com- 
promise. The issue must be met and decided, once for all. 
There wil.1 be, discussion and compromise on the details, 
but on the main issue compromise is impossible, unthink- 
able. 

The conflict between the South and the North over 
the slavery issues was like the present conflict between 
democracy and plutocracy. The greatest statesmen of 
the day tried compromise. There was the Compromise of 
1850; there was the Kansas-Nebraska Bill. Both sides 
labored. Each was willing to give and take. But neither 
was willing to concede the one fundamental point with- 
out which negotiation, diplomacy and compromise were 
mere wasted effort. 

Was the principle of slave labor or of free labor to 
rule in America’s economic life? That was the question. 
Abraham Lincoln, democracy’s champion in that struggle, 
put it squarely up to Judge Douglas in the debate at 
Alton (October 15, 1858). “That is the real issue. That. 
is the issue that will continue in this country when these 
poor tongues of Judge Douglas and myself shall be silent. 
It is the eternal struggle between the two principles- 
right and wrong-throughout the world. They are the 
two principles that halve stood face to face from the be- 
ginning of time, and wimll. ever continue to struggle. The 
one is the common right of humanity, and the other the 
divine right of kings. It is the same principle in what- 
ever shape it develops itself. It is the same spirit that 
says, ‘Ylou work and toil and earn bread and 1’11 eat it.’ 
No matter in what shape it comes, whether from the 
mouth of a king who seeks to bestrrde the people of his 
own nation and live by the fruit of their labor, or from 
one race ‘of men as an apology for enslaving another race, 
it is the same tyrannical principle.” 

Once more liberty’s world old chall’enge to tyranny 
sounded across the years and the eternal struggle be- 
tween right and wrong swept up and down the land. 
Was an outworn, discarded form of economic life to con- 
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tinue in America or was “freedom of contract” to be ac- 
cepted? The issue was fundamental. It had to be met 
and settled. 

War was by no means inevitable. The slaves. might 
have been bought and freed by the government. But 
whether the issue was settled, barbarically, on the field 
of battle, or intelligently and wisely in legislative halls, 
settled it must be, and settled in favor of the social system 
that promised most for the happiness and nobility of the 
human race. When there was arrayed, as in this case, 
an outlived, discredited form of social life, against a new, 
vital and apparently superior form of life, there was only 
one way in whilch the conflict could end. 

. 

Slave Labor or Free Contract? 
That was the issue that became the gordian knot 

of Nineteenth Century American statesmanship and that 
was cut by the sword. 

II. DEMOCRACY OR PLUTOCRACY. - 

THE ISSUE between democracy and plutocracy cannot 
be compromised. Democracy is man pow,er; p!utc :- 

racy is dollar;power. Either we must put the dollar 
above the man or else we must put the man above the 
dollar. 

There are many instances in which we can do both, 
and there are not wanting a goodly number of ol’d women 
of both sexes who are still confident that this can be done 
permanently. It was possible while th’e issue was clouded 
by lothier questions. Inject the tariff. or prohibition, or the 
religious issue, or the money question, and for the time 
being this conflict between the ‘democracy and the plu- 
tocrary for the control of the United States sinks into a 
position of relative unimportance. The issue is there, 
however, anId it will remain there so long as thxere is the 
difference, which the profit system necessarily maintains, 
between the contents of the pay *envelope and the price 
of flour and shoes. 

Classes are dteveloping with dizzying speed in the 
United States, not because anyon,e wills that th.ey shall 
develop, but because, the abyss that yawns between those 
who work for a living on the one han’d and those who 
own for a living on the other, is so Ibroald and so dleep 
that even the “fools and blind” are becoming aware of its 
existenlce. Once let its presence dawn upon the great 
mass of mankind, and the issu’e will take the center of 
the stage. 
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Years passed before the slavery issue came to a head 
in the United States. The early agitators-like WBlliam 
Lloyd Garrison--suffered indignities and were putlawed 
by the respectable people of the community. The time 
came, however, when the sale of men and women for 
profit was an issue of such dramatic power that no one 
could escape it; Th,ere were those in the days before 
the Civil War who believed as many believe today that 
the matter could be hushed up, if people would only 
stop talking about it. Judge Dlouglas took this point 
of view and pressed it hard in his debates ,against Lin- 
coln. Lincoln met him fairly on the issue with this reply: 

“Is it true that all the difficulty and agitation we 
have in regard to this institution of slavery springs from 
office-seeking, from the mere ambition of politicians? Is 
that the truth? How many times have we had danger 
from this question ? Go back to the day of the Missouri 
Compromise. Go back to the Nullification question, at the 
bottom of which lay this same slavery que,stion. Go back 
to the time of the annexation of Texas. Go back to the 
troubles that led to the Compromise of 1850: You will 
find that every time, with the single exception of the 
Nublification question, they sprung from an endeavor 
to spread this institution. There never was a party in th,e 
history of this country, and there probably never will be, 
of sufficient strength to disturb the general1 peace of the 
country. Parties themselves may be divided and quarrel 
on minor questions, yet it extends not beyond the parties 
themselves. But does not this question make a disturb- 
ance outside of political circles? Does it not enter into 
the churches and rend them asunder? What divided 
the great Methodist IChurch into two parts, North and 
South? What has raised this constant disturbance in 
every Presbyterian General Assembly that meets? What 
disturbed the Unitarian Church in this very city two years 
ago ? What has jarred and shaken the great American 
Tract Society recently, n’ot yet splitting it, but sure to 
divide it in the end? Is it not this same mighty, deep 
seated power that somehow operates on the minds of 
men, exciting and stirring them up in ,every avenue of 
Society ,-in politics, in religion, in literature in moral, in 
all the manifold relations of life? Is this the work of 
politicians? Is that irresistible power, which for fifty 
years has shaken the government and agitated the peo- 
ple, to be stilled and subdued by pretending that it is an 
exceedingly simple thing, and we Noughtnot to talk about 
it? If you will get everybody ,else to stop talking about 
it, I assure you I will quit before they have half done so; 
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Butt wh&e is the philosbphy br statesmanship which as- 
sumes that you can quiet that disturbing element in our 
society which has disturbed us for more than half a cen- 
tury, w,hich has been the only serious danger that has 
threatened our institutions,-1 say, where is the philosophy 
or the statesmanship based on the assumption that we are 

.to quit talking about it, and the public mind is all at once 
to cease being agitated by it? Is it not’s false strates- 
manship that undertakes to build up a system of policy 
upon the basis of caring .nothing about the very thing 
that everybody does care the most about?-a thing which 
all experience has shown we care a very great deal 
about?” (Alton, October 15,1858). 

How little has the issue been changed! How similar 
is the situation that confronts the United States today! 

The contest between those who work for a lilving and 
those who own for a living has not been clear-cut in the 
past. It is so new, so unexpected in this land of liberty, 
that the mass of people do not yet believe in its existence, 
or, if they do, they are confident that it can be cured by 
an act of Congress. The time is coming,-and that right 
soon,-when the American people will see the issue. 

III. CHATTEL-SLAVERY AND WAGE SLAVERY. 

T HE ECONOMIC issue today does not differ in any con- 
siderable degree from that which existed in the early 

years of the Nineteen Century. The South held solidly 
to her time-e&ablished system. The North was develop- 
ing, rapidly, in the wake of the Industrial Revolution that 
had transformed Great Britain. The old and the new 
continued for a time, sidie by side, and then new chal- 
lenged the old to combat; and the old was overthrown. 

Today the American plutocracy is following in the 
wake of British Imperial development. Exploitation and 
parasitism are the key-words of the movement. But. 
stay! a new idea has -dawned-the idea of social and 
industrial democracy,. It has transformed Australabia; it 
has spread over Europe; wiped out the old tyrannies in 
Russia; it has permeated even into Britain herself, with 
her time-established system of economic individualism. 
The idea is winning-the vorld over. Social and indus- 
trial democracy is coming. The new idea challenges 
the old. 

The issue is here and there is no compromise. Bear 
that in mind. Never forget it for a moment. 
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There is no compromise! 
Compromise will be attempted as it was in the case 

of slavery, but compromise cannot, succeed. The slave 
owners said they would compromise, but they could not. 
The plutocracy cries out its desire for unity-but social 
unity built upon economic conflict is like a fire built on 
the heaving bosom of the ocean. 

,Notice how similar are the issues presented by chat- 
tel slavery a hundred years ago and the issue presented 
by wage slavery today. 

Under the system of chattel slavery which ‘prevailed 
in the United States up to 1863, one man owned; another 
worked. The owner was master. The worker was slave. 
The worker labored, the master took the product of his 
labor and gave him back enough to provide food, cloth- 
ing, shelter and a little leisure and recreation-the simple 
necessaries of life. 

The slave owner was master because he owned the 
worker-the slave. The power of his ownership gave 
him the first fruits of the slave’s labor. 

Under the system of wage slavery now prevailing in 
the United States one man owns; another works. The 
owner is the respectable, well-to-do “capitalistic” part of 
the community. The worker today labors; the capitalist 
takes the product of his labor and gives the worker back 
enough to provide food; clothing, shelter and a little 
leisure and recreation-the simple necessaries of life. 
With this one exception that where there is a powerful 
trade-union, the capitalist gives the worker what he must, 
and then charges the higher labor cost into the price of 
the product which this and .other laborers must buy. 

The master owned the slave, who was compelled to 
work for him in order to live. The capitalist owns the 
job, without which the worker cannot possibly maintain 
life under the present social order. Thus the job-owner 
is still master; just as the slave owner of sixty years ago 
was master. 

The slave owner was willing to feed, clothe and 
house the slave. In fact there were many owners who 
prided themselves on the kindness and gentleness with 
which they treated their slaves-the members’ of their 
own families scarcely fared better. There were other 
slave owners who treated their slaves well for the same 
reason that they treated their horses well-because they 
were sufficiently intelligent to see that it paid. Then 
there were a number of slave owners who were barbarous 
in their treatment of the slaves. It is undoubtedly true 
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that kind treatment was the rule and brutality the ex- 
ception among the slave owners. Most people treat their 
dogs kindly ; only a few mistreat them. Kindness is more 
frequently met with than brutality because more people 
are (dominated by kind than aby brutal instincts. In the 
final analysis, however, whether treateid well or badly, 
the notable fact about the Southern Negroes was that 
they were slaves. 

The capitalist is willing to pay a wage that will 
feed, Iclothe! an,d house the wage earner. In fact there 
are many capitalists who pride themselves on the cordial 
personal relations that exist in their establishments. They 

. treat their employes as well ,as they do the members of 
their own families. There are other capitalists-and the 
numb,er is growing ra idly-who treat their workers well 

R for the same reason t at they treat their horses and ma- 
chines well-because they are sufficiently intelligent to 
see that it pays. Then there are a number of other cap- 
italists who are barbarous in their treatment of their 
workers. Cases of good treatment are the rule; cases 
of mistreatment the exception, for the reasons already 
noted. In the final analysis, however, whether treated 
well’or badly after they get their jobs, the fact remains 
that the American wage-workers must go to the capital- 
ists and get permission to work at the jobs which the 
capitalists own before they can make a living for them- 
selves and their families-in other words, they are vassals 
of the capitalist. 

The average slave owner was willing to do anything 
within reason, except free the slaves. The average job- 
owner is willing to do anything within reason, except 
let go of the job. As Tolstoi so caustically remarked,- 
“The rich are willing to do anything for the poor, except 
get off their backs.” 

The sllave wanteld the necessaries of life, but more 
than that, an.d better than that, he wanted liberty7 
that is, the thinkers among the slaves wanted liberty, 
because they had a vision of its possibilities. They be- 
lieved that “no man is goo,d enough to rule another man 
without that other man’s consent,” and they wanted a 
chance to say who would b,e master. There was no such 
thing as compromise. Either they were slaves or Ielse they 
were freemen. There could be no mi.ddle ground. 

A lik’e situation exists today in the struggle between 
the plutocracy and the democracy. 

The worker wants the (necessaries of life, but more 
than that, and better than that, he wants liberty-that 
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is, the thinkers among the walge 1earners want libery, 
because they have a vision of its possibilities. They be- 
lieve that “no man is good enough to rule another with- 
out that other man’s consent,” and they want a charme to 
name the job-master. There is no such thing as com- 
promise. Either they are sovereign in matters of general 
public concern, or else they are not. There can be no 
middle grourrd. 

IV. WHO SHALL RULE? 

T HE PEOPLE- of the United States, or the owners of 
the United States must control the affairs of the coun- 

try. Compromises will be as futile and as ephemeral in 
the solution of thi’s issue as they were in the solution of 
the slave question. 

If the people control, a man will have a say in pub- 
lic affairs because he is a man, just as a woman will have 
a say in public affairs because she is a woman. The mat- 
ters which are of concern to the people will be settled 
by the people, because they are people. This is democ- 
racy. * 

If the Idollars win, men and women will have a say 
in public affairs because they are rich. The richer they 
are the more say they will have. Wealth will be of 
greater importance than people. Property rights will be 
sanctified; human rights ignored, except in so far as th,eir 
enforcement bulwarks property rights. This is plutoc- 
racy. 

The idea of democracy is as far from the isdea of plu- 
tocracy ‘as the East is far from the West. Democracy 
rests on the idea of service; plutocracy rests on the idea 
of profit. Democracy aims at equal opportunity; plu- 
tocracy aims at special privilege. Like oil and water, the 
two ideas cannot mix. 

The people of the United States are facing this issue 
today, in th.e case of the railroads. Shall they be owned 
by the plutocracy, maintained als a form of special priv- 
ilege, managed by the wealth interests, and run for pro- 
fits, or shall they ble owned by the democracy, maintained 
as a means of transportation and communication, man- 
alged by the community an,d run for service? The same 

,issue will come up sooner, or later, in the case of every 
industry in the country. 

Democracy aims at equal opportunity. Plutocracy 
aims at special privilege. The two ideas are in eternal 
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conflict, for the triumph of one means the overthrow 
of. the other. 

The issue between them is one of principle, just as 
fl slavery was an issue of principle. The slave owners ar- 

gued that the slaves were well fed, clothed and housed, 
which was utterly beside the point, because the slaves, 
no matter how they were treated were still slaves, and 
the issue was one between slavery and freedom. The 
capitalist today poinbs to good wages, short hours, sanita- 
tion, welfare work, which, though admirable in them- 
selves, are wholly foreign to the argument, since the issue 
is one of sovereignty -in America shall1 people rule or 
dollars? 

The struggle continues and must continue until one 
of the contestants is destroyed. 

If the job-owners win, they will perpetuate the sys- 
tem of special privilege under -which one man can say 
to another,- “You work and toil and earn bread and. 
I’ll eat it.” l 

If the workers win, the owners wilsl be compelled to 
go to, work for a living, because under democracy, “he 
that will not work, neither shall he eat.” 

The conflict is on in the United States. It is raging 
ait this moment. Now and again it breaks out in strikes, 
lockouts, riots, petty revolutions. No matter what its 
form the fight is a fight to the finish, because no commun- 
ity can endure part plutocratic and part democratic. 

V. THE TRUMPS TO THE PLUTOCRATS. 

T HE contest between the democracy and the plutocracy 
for the control of the United States & being waged 

with most of the high cards in the hands of the plutocrats. 
They have been in a position of such peculiar advantage 
that the rapid transformation from the old age of small 
shopkeepers and individual job-owners into the new age 
of big business has placed many of the vital forces of life 
in their possession. Chance and the wind have favored 
a few, who, because of this favor, have been hurled into 
position of pre-eminent authority. 

The rapid sweep over a new continent gave the plu- 
tocracy its hold on the country’s resources. Nature had 
been so generous! The wilderness seemed so inexhaust- 
ible! Possession was so natural and so inevitable that no 
one paused to t.hink or even to look until the favored few, 
who had possessed themselves of the great body of nat- 
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ural opportunity, were discovered in the act of hogging 
what was left. 

The people of America had called for a king. Cir- 
cumstances gave them special ‘privilege, and like the 
frogs in the fable: th,ey were.shouting with childish glee 
over their good fortune, when they suddenly discovered 
that their king was devouring them. 

The plutocracy gained its possession of the resources 
because it was the natural-the easy thing. Fate beck- 
oned, and the plutocracy sprang, full fledged, from the 
circumstances attending the doublequick conquest of a 
continent. 

Had the resources been less rich -and abundant, had 
the time been longer and the difhcul~ies-grater, the story 
would doubtless be a very differnt one. But as the land 
lay, the plutocracy was able to develop its economic 
spurs over night. 

The lightning sweep of the American people across 
the continent gave the plutocracy its grip on the natural 
resources. The revolutionary transformation in industry 
guaranteed its control ‘of the productive machinery. 

The plutocracy professes a horror of revolutionists. 
If Edison, Steinmetz, Jones, Ford, Taylor, Rockefeller 
and Hill were to serve a year in prison for every revolu- 
tionary twist that they gave to the productive mechan- 
ism, they would have spent their entire lives behind the 
bars. The last few years have witnessed paroxysms of 
revolutionary change in every phase of business life from 
the construction of tools and machinery to the keeping 
of costs and the direction of the productive units. 

The wizards of industrial activity have changed the 
structure of business life even more rapidly than they 
have conquered the wilderness. True sons of their revo- 
lutionary ancestors, they have cut and slashed, remod- 
eled and built anew with little or no regard for the old, 
and guided only by a fever of desire for the conquest of 
new worlds and the amassing of ever growing fortunes. 

The speedy economic development of the country, 
with its rich resources and its manifold industrial im- 
provements has gone hand in hand with a rapidly growing 
population, and has resulted in an immense increase in 
wealth. 

Revolution are the stalking grounds of predatory 
power. Napoleon built on the French Revolution. Crom- 
well on the revolution against tyranical royalty in Eng- 
land. Revolution spells opportunity for the man waiting 
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to climb into the saddle of special privilege and irrespon- 
sible authority. 

Peaceful times give littl,e opportunity for the am- 
bitious schemer. Institutions are well1 roote’d ; customs 
and h,abits are established; life is regulated and held to 
earth by the establishsed framework of society. 

Revolution comes-fiercely, impetuously, uprooting * 
the institutions, overthrowing the castoms, bearing old 
habits from their resting place. All is uncertainty- 
chaos, when, lo! a man on horseback gathers th,e loose 
strands together saying,--“Good people, I know, fol- 
low me!” 

He does know! But woe to the people that foSllow 
him ! 

Yet, what shall they do? Whither shall they go? 
How? When? Who can b,e relied upon in this dark 
hour? 

The man on horseSback rises in his stirrups-speak- 
ing in mighty accents his message of hope and cheer, re- 
assuring, promising, encouraging, enthusing all who come 
within the sound of his voice. What wonder that the . 
people follow where he leads and beckons? 

The revolutionary changes in American economic 
life during the past few years have given the monopo- 
list his special privilege and his autocratic power. He 
was the man on horseback, quick, &ever, shrewd, far- 
seleing, persuasive, powerful. Through the course of 
these revolutionary changes, the Hills, Goulds, Harri- 
mans, Wideners, Weyrehauesers, Guggenheims, Rocke- 
fellers, Carnegies and Morgans did to the American eco- 
nomic organization exactly what Napoleon ,did to the 
French political organization-they took possess,ion of it. 
This should occasion no surprise. On th’e contrary, it was 
the most natural thing in the world. The people had no 
idea what was happening. They were unacquainted with 
social values. Their experiences gave them no clue to 
the gigantic structure of business organization that 
sprang into life within one generation. They had no idea 
of social sin. They were still mulling over the ten com- 
mandments of individual “don%.” Their eyes anId ears 
were filled with the sights and sounds of an individualistic 
regime when the delu,ge of mo,dern industrialism burst 
upon them. 

The people were taken aback. They protested and 
struggled. Leaders arose who analyzed and explained. 
The people b.egan to comprehen,d and to make headway 
against the new problems of public business’, when the 
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great war struck, like a bolt from the blue, and all was 
chaos again. 

Patriotism ar.d sectionalism were substituted for in- 
telmligence and enlightenment. Hate replaced knowledge ; 
organized force played havoc w%h human Solid’arity. 
People gasped, struggled, struck out blindly, protested. 
The night of ignorance hung over the lands. 

Only in the office buildings, the stock exchanges, the 
banks and the businesq houses, the light of understanding 
burned brightly. Not for half a century had the fields 
been 50 ripe for harvest, and never, perhaps, in the an- 
nals of recent economic development has the plutocracy 
made a more intelligent use of its opportunities. During 
those hours of uncertainty, the plutocracy strengthened 
its hold on the job; secured a firmer grip on prices; piled 
up .surplus wealth to its credit; strangled the free ex- * 
pression of opinion; enlarged it&grip on the machinery 
of government and bulwarked itself more impregnably 
than ever against the wrath to come. 

VI. JOB OWNERSHIP-THE JOKER. 

JOB ownership is the big card of the plutocracy-the 
joker in the pack of economic advantages. School, 

press and pulpit unite to persuade the modern worker 
that he is a free man. He has liberty of contract. He 
may vote. His rights,are safeguarded by constitutional 
provision and statutory enactment. 

That is the joker. rfhe worker is given freedom, 
and that very right-the right to work for a living- 
places him at the mercy of the man who owns the job 
with which he must work in order to Ilive. 

The rights that have been guaranteed, thus far, are 
political rights. The real power of the modern commun- 
ity is economic and so long as that remains true political 
rights are merely phrases for judicial interpretation and 
forensi’c expesition. They have no body and no soul. 

The law of the modern world.is,-“Work or starve.” 
For a few the law reals,-“Own and enjoy,” but they 
are the exception. The great mass are subject to the 
other command. 

The worker m^y boast certain political rights, but 
even these the job owner may annul by prescribing the 
limits beyond which the job taker may not go. 

There is no limit on the amount of industrM property 
that one man may own. Therefore there is no limit on 
the number of jobs he may control. It is possible (not 
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immediately likely) that one coterie of men might secure 
possession of enough industrial property to control, the 
jobs of all of the gainfully occupied people in American 
industry. If the result could be achieved, these tens of 
millions of workers would be able to earn a living only 
in case the small coterie in control permitted them to 
do so. 

Thus far the movement toward the concentration of 
job-ownership in a few hands has been very rapid. As 
it has progressed, the abyss between job owner and job 
taker has widenel. The corporation; diffused stock and 
bond control ; absentee ownership ; the huge size of in- 
dustrial units ; the growth of financial power, all have 
helped to de-personalize economic relations, at the same 
time that they have strengthened the hands of the job 
owners. 

Job ownership goes to the bottom of life-no job, 
no food. 

By setting the conditions on the job, the job owner 
can limit life’s outlook rigidly. 

The job-owner holds the chief power in the appor- 
tionment of in’come. The worker must sell his labor. The 
job owner need not buy it today. The job taker is there- 
for at a woefpl disadvantage. 

The job taker must take a job if he is to live in the 
modern economic worl’d. He must take what offers. A 
common laborer with a wife and four children, who can- 
not possibly live on less than a thousand dollars a year in 
the modern city cannot wait until that thousand is forth- 
coming. If he did, he and his family would starve to 
death. He must sell his labor where he can and at the 
best terms that he can make. 

. 

Hunger drives from below. The fear of want and 
the lash of social emulation and rivalry push from above. 
The job taker, wage earner, clerk an’d salaried man leap 
frantically into the crush of humanity and give their lives 
struggling there. Albove them halvers the job owner- 
with his fingers on the resources, the franchises and spe- 
cial privileges, the tools and the credit of the community 
-the monarch and the sovereign of the modern economic 
world. 
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VII. THE Oi’NERSHIP OF THE PRODUCT, 

T HE industrial monarch -holds control of the job with 
one hand. With the other he apportions the product 

of industry. He exploits the worker ,on one side. On the 
other he gouges the consumer. 

There is a theory that since all values are labor val- 
ues, the worker alone may be exploited. Unfortunately 
for the theory, the facts point pretty conclusively to an 
exploitation based on the monopoly of the product. 

Here, for example, are two coal fields. The one pro- 
duces soft coal, the other anthracite. The same amount 
of labor power goes into the pro,duction of each ton of 
coal, but while the soft coal industry is competitive, the 
anthracite industry is monopolized. The soft coal’ there- 
fore sells for $3 and the anthracite for $5 a ton-. The 
extra two .dollars is the toll taken in monopoly profits by 
the monopolists. 

An illustration may be taken from the coal indus- 
try. Soft coal is selling for $2.50 a ton at the mine. The 
miner is receiving ‘70 cents for each ton that he digs. In- 
dustry speeds up. The demand for coal grows rapidly, 
and the selling price of the coal jumps to $5, while the 
worker gets no increase in wages. The difference be- 
tween the two prices-$2&O-represents the accelerated 
demand for coal, and the consequent monopoly power in 
the hands of the coal owners. 

While industry was competitive, the pressure of com- 
petition kept prices at a cost level and the exploiting 
power of the owner was confined to the job holder. To- 
day industry has largely .coased to be competitive and 
the exploiting power of the job-owner is extended to the 
product user. 

The modern town-dweller is almost wholly at the 
mercy of the private owner of the products upon which 
he depends. The ordinary city dweller spends two-fifths 
of his income for food; one-fifth for rent, fuel and light, 
and one-fifth for clothes. Practically the entire supply 
of these things is in the hands of private profiteers. Food, 
houses, fuel, (with the exception of the gas supply in some 
cities), and clothing are privately owned and sold at a 
price that will yield the maximum profit to the owners. 

The public ownership of streets and water works, 
of some gas, electricity, street cars, and public markets, 
is a n,egligible factor in the problem. The pri.vate mo- 
nopolist is in control, and he is in a position through the 
control of transportation, storage, and merchandising 
facilities, to gouge the consumer savagely. a 
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VIII. THE CONTROL OF THE SURPLUS. 

THE plutocracy is #doubly ,entrenched. It owns the jobs 
upon. which most families depend for a living. It 

owns the necessaries of life which most families must 
purchase in order to live. Further, the plutocracy con- 
trols the surplus wealth of the community. 

IThose who seek to justify the present system of job 
ownership cannot deny that the big surplusses go to the 
plutocracy. They are forced to admit that the railroads, 
public utilities, large manufacturing enterprises, prosper- 
ous real estate’ ventures, and other forms of business en- 
terprise carry hundreds of millions in surplus and special 
funds, which may be used for fees and salaries, and which 
in some cases have been used for bribery and corruption. 
It requires no argument to prove. that a man with an in- . 
come of a million a year and personal expenditures of a 
hundred thousand has an annual surplus of nine hundred 
thousand. In 1916, 120 people in the United States ad- 
mitted that they had incomes of a million or more a year. 
The income tax returns, and the various investigations of 
business and public utility activities have furnished an 
abundance of conclusive evidence. “That is all true,” 
the apologists admit, “and let us grant it, but the real 
surplus of the community is provided by the wage earn- 
ers, small salaried men and farmers who deposit their 
money in the banks and who take out insurance policies 
and shares in (building and loan associations.” 

Then it is the wage earners and the small salaried 
people and farmers who inaugurate thrift campaigns 
and work their lips off to sell insurance? No, it is the 
banks an,d insurance companies that do these things. 
Why? Think a moment. It is because when the wage 
earner, the small salaried man, and the farmer puts his 
money into the bank or the insurance policy, ,he has 
placed it under the ‘control of thme plutocracy. 

The bank depositor does not control his deposit. The 
policy holder does not control the doings of the insurance 
company. Theoretically, in the case. of mutual com- 
panies, he does. Practically, as everyone familiar with 
the financial world knows, the business interests-the 
plutocracy-are in absolute control of the surplus that 
arises from the business of banking and insurance. 

When the capitalist wishes, to start a new project, 
he goes to the bank and borrows the money placed there 
by the small depositor, and the lending is in the hands, 
not of the ‘depositor but of the banker. Big business, 
which talks so glibly about ‘%sk” and “venture” has 
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built its power ,by risking and venturing the money saved 
and stored away by the small fry all over the country. 

The billions of surplus wealth that come, each year, 
under the control of the plutocracy, carry with them an 
immense authority over the affairs of the community. 
The plutocracy owes much of its immediate power to the 
fact that it is in ,a position to direct the flow of this surplus 
into such channels as it may select. 

I 

IX. THE CHANNELS OF PUBLIC OPINION. 
NO ONE can question the control which the plutocr&cy 

exercises over the jobs, the industrial product, and 
the economic surplus of the community. These facts are 
admitted on all hands. The corollaries which flow natur- 
ally from these axioms of present day economi8c life are 
not so readily accepted. 

Many people are slow to believe that the plutocracy 
exercises a large measure of control over the channels of 

public opinion. Yet the fact remains and its explanation 
is not far to seek. 

The channels of public opinion-the school, the 
press, the pulpit,- are not directly productive of tangible 
economic goods, yet they depend upon tangible economic 
goods for their maintenance. Whence should these goodb 
come? Whence but from the system that produces them, 
through the men who control that system? The plu- 
tocracy exercises its power over the channels of public 
opinion in two ways,-first, by a direct or businless-office 
control; and second by an indirect or social prestige con- 
trol. Both forces are powerful and they work hand in 
hand. 

The business o&e control is direct and simple. 
Schools, colle’ges, newspapers, magazines and churches 
need money. They cannot produce tangible wealth di- 
rectly, and they must therefore depend upon the surplus 
which arises from the productive ‘activities of the eco- 
nomic world. Who controls that surplus? The plutoc- 
racy. Who, then, is in a position to dictate terms in all 
business matters? Who, but the plutcracy? 

, The facts are incontrovertible. It is not mere chance 
that makes the overwhelming majority of school-board 
members ; college trustees ; newspaper managers and 
church vestrymen successful business and professional 
men. It is necessary to.work through these men to secure 
the “sinews of war.” They are in the positions of power 
because they control th,e sources of wealth. 
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The second method of maintaining control-through 
the control of social prestige-is indirect, but none the 
less effective. The young man in college, the young 
graduate looking for a job; the young man, rising in ‘his 
profession and the man gaining prestige in his chosen 
career are brought into constant contact with the in- 
fluential men of the business world. It is the business 
world that dominates the clubs and the vacation spots ; 
it is the business world that is met in church, at the din- 
ner table and at the social gathering. 

The man who.would “succeed” must retain the favor 
of this group. He does so automatically, instinctively or 
semi-consciously,-but he does it;-it is the thing that 
everyone .else does anc3 he falls in line. 

The plutocracy need not necessarily bribe. It need 
not resort to illegal methods in order to control the pro- 
fessions. The ordinary channels of advertising, of busi- 
ness acquaintance and patronage, of philanthropy and of 
social intercourse clinch the power of the plutocracy over 
the channels of public opinion. 

X. THE CONTROL OF POLITICAL MACHINERY. 

T HE American government,-city, state and national,- 
is in almost the same predicament as the schools, 

newspapers and churches. It does not turn out tangible, 
economic products. It depends, for its support, upon 
taxes which are levied in the first instance, upon prop- 
erty. Who are the owners of this property? The pluto- 
cracy. Who therefore, pays the bills of the government? 
The plutocracy. 

It is not necessary to stop here and inquire whether . 
the tax is not ultimately shifted to the consumer. The 
immediate source is certainly the property owner, who 
takes it for granted that the law should be administereld 
in his behalf. The result? A government maintainec’r, 
primarily in the interests of the propertied. 

The naive citizen hears with astonishment so sea- 
soned a veteran of the political arena as Mr. Elihu Root 
asserting that there is in this country a visi,ble govern- 
ment of politics and an invisible government of business 
‘which controls the visible government through its handy 
man, the political boss. Surprising? No! After reading 
the revelations published by Lincoln Steffens and his co- 
workers, of the manipulation of municipal politics in the 
interest of business, it is quite a matter of course, and it 
becomes even more commonplace, if one reflects that the 
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money for the support of the capitalist political parties 
and party machinery must come from those who control 
the surplus wealth of the country-the plutocracy. 

Woodrow Wilson, student of history and of political 
institutions, goes to great lengths in characterizing the 
control exercised by Big Bu,siness over Governmental 
machinery. In his “New Freedom,” pages 5’7-58, he says, 
“The masters of the government of the United States are - 
the combined capitalists and manufacturers of the United 
States. Suppose you go to Washington and try to get at 
your government. You will always find that while you 
are politely listened to,. the men really consulted are the 
men who have the biggest stake-the big bankers, the 
big manufacturers, the big masters of commerce, the 
heads of railroad corporations and of steamship corpor- 
ations. Every time it has come to a critical question, these 
gentlement have been yielded to and their demands have 
been treated as the demands that should be followed4 
as a matter of course. The government of the United 
States at present is a foster-child of the special interests.” 
Again (page 35) Mr. Wilson sums up the situation in 
these words-“An invisible empire has been set up above 
the forms of demccracy.” 

This is the direct control exercised by the plutocracy 
over the machinery of government. Its inderect control 
is no less important, and is exercised in exactly the same 
way as in the case of the channels of public opinion. 

Lawyers receive preferment and fees from business 
-there is no other large source of support for lawyers. 
Judges ae chosen from among these same lawyers. 
Usually they are lawyers who have won preferment and 
emolument. Legislatures are made up mostly of lawyers 
and of business men, or the tools of lawyers andi business 
men. The result is as logical as it is inevitable. 

Laws, constitutions, court decisions and the whole 
structure of the government is built to bolster and safe- 
guard property. It is the plutocracy that stands to win 
no matter which way the political wind blows. 

The pluocracy controls the machinery of govern- 
ment because it puts up the taxes and the campaign funds 
of the capitalist parties. It controls public officials be- 
cause hey have been, are, or hope to be on its payrolls 
or participants in its profits. The plutocracy is in the 
saddle-the saddle of economic and social power and 
privilege. Irresponsible power and special privilege have 
always proved hard rid&m. 
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XI. THE CONTROL OF OPPORTUNITY. 

THE plutocracy thus Icontrols opportunity. In place 
of an equal chance in the race of life being open to 

all, on ,equal terms, special privilege is enjoyed by the 
chosen few. These few are only too often chosen, as they 
were in the dark ages of European Feudalism, by the 
chance cn-cumstances of birth. 

The choice spots on the earth-the timber, minerals 
and fuelnthe centrally located lan,d in the cities and the 
industrial regions; the tools and machines upon which 
large sca’le production depends; the machinery of credit; 
the franchises and special privileges are in the hands of 
a very few. They enjoy the fruits of this property while 
they live, and at their death they pass the property on to 
then descendants-without regard for their ability or 
their worth. 

Opportunity is the breath of life for most human be- 
ings. Without it they get nowhere. With it men and 
women of mediocre talents take places of brilliant au- 
thority and hold them successfully. 

Opportunity is essential. The opportunity to be well 
born, the opportunity for a good time; the opportunity 
of sufficient food, clothing, shelter, air and sunshine; the 
opportunity to grow up among congenial surroundings- 
whether natural or social ; educational opportunity ; eco- 
nomic opportunity; opportunity for contact with living 
deeds and vital people ,-all of these and many more 
phases of opportunity shape the mold of life. 

Speaking in terms of economic life, the most import- 
ant form of opportunity is an income sufficient to provide 
the necessaries and simple comforts of existence. With 
such an income goes a relief from the most primitive 
phases of the jungle-struggle. 

The importance of leisure, as an element in achi’eve- 
ment, has been well pointed out by Lester F. Ward in his 
“Applied Sociology.” There W>ard shows how the pres- 
ence of leisure has inspired achievement. 

The plutocracy of the United States has a means- 
property or ownership income-of securing leisure with- 
out working for it. Under the system of property income 
payment that the plutocracy has helped to evolve, those 
who own may live, without work, on the procee,ds of the 
labor performed by others. By this means the plutocracy 
secures the leisure of the community for itself. By the 
same means, it confines the leisure to itself, because leis- 
ure is based, ailmost necessarily, upon the ownership of 
property. 
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The elaborate system of protective social machinery 
that is thrown about property-the legal, social and in- 
diustrial provisions that guarantee its security-are, in the 
final analysis, the protection which the blutocracy erects 
about its leisure. Without these defenses, ownership in- 
come would be insecure. With them ownership income 
is guaranteed and perpetuated. 

The ste’p from leisure to culture is a short one. Men 
and women, in the hurly-burly of life have no time for the 
massaging and manicuring opportunities that accompany 
assured income and surplus wealth. Study, travel, con- 
verse with learned men and women, researches into the 
arts and literatures, come only to the fortunate ones who 
are relieved from the immediate brute struggle for exist- 
ence. 

The man fighting for bread has ,little time to “turn 
his eyes up to the eternal stars.” The western cult of “ef- 
ficiency” makes no allowance for philosophic propensi- 
ties. Its object is product and it is satisfied with nothing 
short of that sortid goal. 

The members of the plutocracy are relieved from the 
food struggle.. Their ownership of the social machinery 
guarantees them a secure income, from which they need 
make no appeal. 

The plutocracy, because it owns the jobs, the indus- 
trial products, the social surplus, .the channels of public 
opinion and the politic.al machinery, also enjoys the op- 
portunity that goes with adequate assured income, leisure 
and culture. 

XII. THE PLUTOCRACY POSSESSES THE EARTH. 

T HE plutocracy is in the saddle. The earth is theirs, 
and the fullness thereof. They and their children 

possess the land. 
They hold in their hands a key-property ownership 

-which opens the structure of social wealth. They are 
the blessed ones. Theirs are the things of this world. 

The plutocracy enjoys the fleshpots today. They 
hold the vantage points. The vital positions are in their 
hands. Economically, politically, socially, they are su- 
preme. 

If the control of material thiqgs can make a group 
of people secure, the plutocracy is secure. They hold 
property, prestige, power. 
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A disinterested outsider, coming into the world and 
watching the contest between the plutocracy and the 
democracy, if he put his trust in riches would inevitably 
conclude that the plutocracy had won the game-for 
good. If, on the other hand, he believed that “the battle 
is not always to the strong, nor the race to the swift”; if 
he had heard intelligently the prophecy, “not by might, 
nor by power,” he might be willing to turn from this orgy 
of materialistic worldly authority to examine the trump 
cards of the democracy. 

XIII. SOME DAY- 

T HE trump cards of the democracy are good cards if 
tihey are used. Some of them are ve$y strong, but 

little understood. The democracy is ‘ignorant of itself 
and of its own right. Its strength is rough, crude, unor- 
ganized. 

The people will win in the end. Finally the well- 
being of men an&i women will be placed above the profit 
on investments. The man will be put above the dollar- 
some day. The time is coming wheri the production of 
human happinesv and nobility will be considered the most 
exalted enterprise in which any group of people can en- 
gage. The people will triumph finally because their con- 
tentions are founded on sound principles of human life. 

Some day-some day, the democracy will be estab- 
lished. The victory may take ten years. It may take a 
thousand. The fight may be fought to a successful finish 
by the people of America, of Europe or of Asia. There is 
no time, no place and no people that are ordained to win 
the victory for Democracy, but the time, the place and the 
people that witness that victory will see one of the turning 
points in the history of the human race. 

Democracy will win only when the people set out to 
win. Democracy will triumph when the people champion 
their own cause. The people alone can set the people 
free. 

Hence the’ message,-“ When you will, peoples of 
the earth-in your own time! Study, understand, strug- 
gle, return invincible to the conflict. But be sure that the 
passing years will see your cause advancing,-inch by 
inch-your trenches creeping up to the trenches of plu- 
tocracy; your mines and sappers undercutting their 
breastworks. When you will, democracy, and in your 
own good time !” 
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XIV. THE GREATEST NUMBER 

T HE democracy is the people-the common people- 
the ‘pack, the mob, the herd. The democracy is the 

mot.her bosom and mother heart of the human race. The 
joyful, sad, yearning, suffering, longing, despondent, 
hopeful, fearful human race is made up principally of the 
sommon people. Neither good nor bad4 neither high 
nor low, neither saints nor sinners, the great body of man- 
kind lives its life. 

The ideas and ideals of the centuries center about 
the common people. The cry for democracy is the cry of 
the common people. 

“The greatest good to the greatest number” means 
their number. They are five-sixths of the community. 

“Majority rule’? means their rule. They are the ma- 
j ority. 

“Government of the people, by the people, for the 
people” means their government. They are the people. 

If democracy means anything, it means that the peo- 
ple shall manage public affairs in their own interest and 
for their own advantage, with special privilege for none 
and equal opportunities for all. 

The plutocracy smiles patronizingly. It filches lead- 
ers from among the people and enters their names upon 
its own payroll. It dominates and controls economic, so- 
cial and political life. It directs public opinion through 
its control of the schools, the press am3 the pulpit. It 
trains the machine guns on the mob, where necessary. 
But when someone speaks of the time when the people 
shall rule, it scoffs derisely. 

Listen, plutocracy, to the ‘sighing of the winds of 
progress over the pages of recent history. Do you catch 
the ground tone? Do you hear the one deep, plaintive 
note that swel,ls and surges, and then sinks into the great 
silenc’e. “Brotherhood-humanity-mankind-brothes- 
hood-humanity-mankind-brotherhood,” ‘do you un- 
derstand? Each time the note swells, it’ swells a little 
loude,r. Each time it drops into the silence, he silence is 
a litle shorter. The human ear is responding to its ca- 
dence. The human heart is making a place for its uplift- 
ing power. “Brotherhood ‘k humanity - mankind - 
brotherhood.” Plutocrats ! heirs of property, prestige, 
power-The meek shall inherit the earth! The plain 
people, the common run of mankind will triumph, be- 
cause they are the greatest numb,er ; because they un- 
derstand the cadence and respond to the soul-notes of 
“brotherhood.” 
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If there is any destiny that is observable in the af- 
fairs of men, that destiny seems to point to the time when 
the people-the great, une’nlightened, inarticulate, ex- 
ploited body of common people-will see with their eyes; 
will hear with their ears; will affirm their rights; will 
rule the earth! , 

When you will, common people. When you will-in 
your own good time. The earth is yours, you make it. 
Enter in,-when you will. 

XV. SERVICE. 

T HE democracy has the numbers. In the end, the num- 
bers will win the victory. Numbers is the big trump 

of the democracy. No less significant is the service that 
the plain people render. 

Life is built upon service. All 07 the things that are 
enjoyed; all of the things that are possessed; all of the 
necessaries, comforts and luxuries; all of the wealth, leis- 
ure, knowledge, art, philosophy, is built upon service- 
the thing done by one person and enjoyed by another. 

From those days-now many tens of thousands of 
years in the dim past-when the female first learned to 
care for her offspring; when men first learne’d the hunt 
in packs; when the members of the family and the tribe 
first learned to stand by one another for mutual benefi& 
from that day to this, life has been built upon service- 
upon the things that one human being does for anoth,er. 

He that is greatest among us must be the servant of 
all. Prometheus was great because he brought fire to 
men ; Mieerva was great because she taught men wisdom ; 
Hiawatha was great because he instructed his people in 
the arts of war and peace; Pericles was great because he 
advanced learning; Socrates was great beoause he spoke 
truth ; Washington was great, because he helped to give 
his fellowmen liberty. It is because of what they did 
for their fellows that the great men of history have been 
esteemed. He that would be great must serve. 

The greater the service, the greater the leader. 
Those who have performed the greatest service have al- 
ways been venerated as thb igreatest among the leaders. 

Parasitism in every form is ,doomed to failure, be- 
cause it violates this law of life. The parasite says to his 
fellow,-“You work an& toil and earn bread, and I’ll eat 
it.” He demands service, giving none in return. He is a 
failure from the beginning. He takes without giving. He 
absorbs without returning. 
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Job-owners, who live without labor, upon the labor 
of other people, through the ownership of the jobs with 
which these other people must work, are flying in the 
face of the universe. They are deriding life. They are 
seeking to perpetuate an existence for which they aeed 
not pay. They are trying to establish perpetua’l social 
motion. 

The workers of the worlad are those who perform its 
service-the great mass of common-mankind and woman- 
kind. Their backs are bent over their toil; their faces 
are lined F their figures are gnarled, twisted, distorted; 
their hair is streaked with gray, but they live-ardently, 
vigorously, fiercely. Day by day as they labor and serve, 
they are depositing in the ba 

if@ 
of the ages the coin of hu- 

man experience. Day by ay they deposit. The, time 
will1 come when they will present their pass-books and 
demand payment in full. 

This is the language-the truth-that they speak. 

“We have fed you all for a thousand years, 
And you hail us still unfed, 

Tho’ there’s never a dollar of all your wealth, 
But marks the workers ,dead. 

We have yielded our best to give you rest, 
And you lie in crimson wool; 

For if blood be the price of all your wealth, 
Good God, we ha’ paid in full! 

. 
“We have fed you all for a thousand years, 

For that was the doom, you kaow, 
1 From the days when you chained us in your fields, 

To the strike of a week ago. 
You ha’ ,eaten our lives and our babies and wives, 

And we’re told it’s your legal share; 
But if blood be the price of your lawful wealth, 

Good God, we ha’ bought it fair!” 

There is never a mine blown skyward, but we’re 
buried alive for you, 

There is n.ever a wreck ‘drifts shoreward now but 
we are its ghastly crew; 

Go reckon ‘our dead by the forges red and the 
factories where we spin, 

For if blood be the price of your accursed wealth, 
Great God, we ha’ paid it in. 

IThe democracy deposits, deposits in the bank of life. 
The plutocracy draws out, draws out,-but some day-. 

Today property, prestige, power are the open doors \ 
to respect. The time will come when this will be recog- 
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nized and understood-that he that is greatest must be 
the servant of all. Then respectability will be based. on 
service and he only will be enitled to respect who serves 
his fellows. 

XVI. THE KEY TO KNOWLEDGE. 

T HE first two cards of the democracy are the all im- 
portant ones of numbers and service,-all important 

because the development of social life seems to be away 
from the jungle struggle of competition toward co-opera- 
tion and mutual helpfulness. 

“Brotherhood” sounds better to the human heart 
than “property, prestige and power.” The more men 
think, the deeper they go into the philosophy of life, the 
more clearly C?IO they understand that the power of the 
heart and the mind are infinitely greater than the power 
of the heel and the fist. The currents of civilization seem 
to flow toward brotherhood. The impulses of life seem 
to press toward service. Brotherhood and service will be 
the foundation stones of that society that is to be-that 
world-democracy of the future. 

These things are known to those who have read, 
thought and wondered about life. The developments of 
the past few centuries have pushed the democracy rapidly 
towarc its final trimph. In this movement the greatest 
single factor has been the free school. 

The open book gave learning to those who could 
read. But all could not read. 

The open public discussion gave enlightenment to 
those who could understand. But only a few ,had the 
training that would give them understanding. 

The people of a democracy must read in order to un- 
derstand. They must understand in orckr to register in- 
telligent decisions and to survive as a democracy. Hence 
the immense importance of the free school in which all of 
the children of all of the people receive a training that 
opens their eyes to life. 

The movement for free public education has spread 
over America and over the world. First the primary 
school, then the grammar school, later the high school 
and finally the university have been made a part of the 
public educational system. To these schools all may go. 
To the lower schools all must go. Education-the special 
privilege of the few- has become the supreme right of 
all mankind. 
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The school takes the growing child from his mother’s 
knee. First of all he must groyr well-in body, in mind, 
in spirit. Next he must be made into a human being who 
can associate successfully with his fellows, in the home, 
the neighborhood, the work shop,, the city, the world. 
Last, he must be prepared to take up some vocation in 
life, the pursuit of which will yield him a living. The 
school, organized to prepare and assist children to live 
effectively, must meet all of these needs. 

Besides the school, there are abundant other avenues 
of educational activity. The library, the lecture .plat- 
form, the newspaper and magazine, the theatre and pic- 
ture play, pamphlets, tracts and propaganda from organ- 
izations of all descriptions, help toward a wider, more 
complete understanding. 

The people cannot all be scholars. There is no ne- 
cessity for that. But they can all be intelligent upon the 
great issues of life. 

Literacy-the ability to read and. write-is not an 
end in itself-far from it-but it is one of the indispens- 
able tools with which the structure of democracy is built. 

XVII. THE NEW LEISURE. 

T HE leisure which modern life has brought has not gone 
to the plutocracy alone-the people in every walk 

of life are enjoying some of its fruits. 
The leisure which the wage-earner secures is some- 

times of very doubtful value. The speed of industry in- 
creases 25 per cent, while the ten-hour ,day replaces the 
day of twelve hours. The industrial pace increases an- 
other 25 per cent, while the hours are rediuced from 10 to 
9 a day. Another 25 per cent increase in the pace and the 
day is reduced to eight hours. The gain in working time 
has been more than offset by the growing demands of 
industrial life. 

Leisure must be more than free time, if it is to be of ’ 
value. It must be a leisure of energy as well as a leisure 
of hours. 

The twelve hour day, in a modern factory, is as dark 
as darkest Africa from a social point of view. The worker 
in the twelve hour shift has scarcely the time to speak 
to .his family or to enjoy his friends. The eight hour day 
may be even darker from the health point of view if it 
deprives the eight-hour worker of his energy to such a 
degree that he cannot maintain physical health under this 
eight hours of high-speed{ industrial effort. 

/ 
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The decreases in hours from the old eleven and 
twelve to the modern eigl?t and nine hour shifts has meant 
free time. Whether it ,has, likewise, meant energy for 
study and thought, only the future can decide. 

The present day efficiency of industrial production 
makes possible a relatively large amount of leisure. It 
is probable that a four or five hour day, for all persons 
of pr,oducing age and capacity, wou,ld create enough 
wealth to provide everyone with all the necessaries and 
most of the simple comforts of life. Each step in en- 
hanced efficiency increases this probability. 

The world prqduces enough, and more than enough 
to fee,d, clothe, house and educate all of the sons and 
daughters of all of the people. The’ possibility is there. 
When will it be realized? Only when the people, speak- 
ing through an invincible organization, insist that it shall 
be so.’ 

---- 

XVIII. THE TRUSTEES OF DEMOCRACY. 

THE common people have an immediate, direct contact 
with life. They taste realism to the full. They know 

more about thorns than about roses, but they know life. 

The reactions of the plain people are largely emo- 
tional or instinctive-not complicated by the fierce pres- 
sure of the vested interests which play so large a part in 
the thinking of our time. 

. 

This life with the world has taught the people to 
hate oppression anld injustice and to love a square deal. 
They believe in justice. They yearn for truth. When a 
new gospel is heeded by the common people,-when they 
hear it gladly,-the learned do well to listen to its mes- 
sage, because out of the depths of life experience, the 
common people know. 

The common people make up the body of the human 
family. The joys, sorrows, pleasures, pains, hardships 
and triumphsof the race are the joys, sorrows, pleasures, 
pains, hardships and triumphs of the plain people. 

The common people are the trustees of the ideals and 
aspirations of the race. From among them flow the fierce, 
red currents of strong life. The hope of democracy lies 
in the people-for the most part in the poor people-who 
have always carried the remainder of the world upon 
their backs. 
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“Ye who think yourselves wise, shall perish through ig- 
norance ; 

’ Ye who think yourselves benevolent, shall perish through 
greed ; 

Ye who think yourselves strong, shall perish through 
weakness; 

Ye who think yourselves virtuous, shall perish through 
sin. 

“Take not opinion from the world of these; 
Go to the founts of human nature in the average man, 
Taste for yourself, judge for yourself; 
Find there the ingredients of life, humanity, society, 

the world. 

“And do you know, if truth survives, it Ilives among the 
poor ; 

If any truth shall come, it shall appear among the 
poor.“: 

XIX. THE POLITICAL RIGHTS OF DEMOCRACY. 

L IKE the ability to read and write political rights are 
mere machinery. They are not an end in themselves, 

since they arrive nowhere. At the same time they are 
a great step in the right &rection. 

Political rights are the expression of sovereignty. 
They are not sovereignty, and they may be exercised in 
such a way as to vest sovereignty in the hands of political 
spoilsmen. The franchise is not necessarily an advantage. 
Only in case it is wisely used, can it be a power for the 
advancement of human well-being. 

Political rights are indispensable in a society organ- 
ized on political lines. They are like the pipes in a water 
system. Without them no water system is possible. With 
them and without the water, the system is merely an 
empty shell. 

The European peasont, illiterate, and without the ma- 
chinery of political rights upon which the American de- 
mocracy rests, is deprived of two essential weapons in 
his struggle for liberty. At the same time he may enjoy 
greater liberty than the literate American citizen. The 
display of political intelligence of the people of Russia 
illustrates the point. 

*Vision of War, Lincoln Colcord, N. Y. Macmillan 1916; 
P. 47 and 77. 

. 
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Sovereignty in a democracy rests absolutely with the 
.people. They have the final decision-they are the last 
authority on every issue of public policy. If the people 
wished to do so, they could rewrite the Constitution; 
abolish the usurped power of th.e Supreme Court to de- 
clare laws unconstitutional; confiscate such private prop- 
erty as it needed for public uses, and put all of the job- 
owners to work for a living by taking all rent, ,and inter- 
est for social purposes. There is no limit upon the things 
that the citizens of a democracy may do if they so choose. 
On the other hand, they need do nothing, if they do not 
choose to exert themselves. 

Democracy signifies free choice. The citizenship in a 
democracy is free to make or mar the public life. 

Political rights are of immense potential importance. 
They are worthless unless they are used. Used, they are 
the means that enable the citizens of the democracy to 
assert their sovereignty. 

The common people of the United States, who are the 
vast majority of the population, have the right to vote. 
Let these people once understand their power; let them 
know that when they deci,de to abolish industry for profit 
and every other form of special privilege, then and only 
then will it be abolished; let them realize that by select- 
ing from among themselves representatives who have his 
point of view and delegating them to overthrow the plu- 
tocracy, they can set up a government that will place hu- 
man rights above the rights of property; let them vision 
a world made safe for democracy by their effective op- 
position to their real enemies,-the plutocracy in every 
land, and the work of winning the worlil for democracy 
is well begun. 

XX. INDUSTRIAL ACTION. 

T HE common people of the world have another means 
of asserting their power-through industrial action. 

The beginnings of industrial democracy may be found in 
the industrial union which is gaining so rapidly over the 
old craft union. 

The craft union was jealously exclusive. It was orig- 
inally organized to protect a small group of workers who 
were engaged in a particular craft. None of the workers . 
outside of this one craft were allowed to join the craft \ 
union. 

. 
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Crafts have been disappearing in recent years. The 
craft is merged in the large, organized, specializedi indus- 
try, which, in turn, is sub-divided into a myriad of lesser 
occupations. 

The disappearance of crafts makes the position of 
the craft union untenable. With the economic basis of its 
craft in the melting pot of industrial specialization, the 
craft union goes to the scrap heap of outworn, discarded 
social institutions. 

The logical organization for the workers in a special- 
ized, large scale industry is the industrial union,-that 
is, a union open to all and on equal terms. Such an or- 
ganization gives each man an equal say in an industry,- 
an equal say with all of his fellow-workers. 

Many of the leaders of the labor movement go even 
farther, insisting that all workers, no matter what indus- 
try they may be engaged in, should{ belong to one great 
organization in which working class solidarity is the 
watchword, and in which the interests of all of the work- 
ers present a united front to the organized plutocracy. 

“In union there is strength.” The plutocrats know 
that, and they have organized in every direction, and 
with a thoroughness and efficiency that are menacing the 
very existence of democracy. 

The common peo.ple do not yet understand{ the im- 
portance of solidarity. When they do, they will stand, 
shoulder to shoulder, electing their own kind of political 
office; fighting side by side with their own kind in the 
industrial field; educating, organizing, preaching, and 
practicing.the doctrine of each for all and al.1 for each. 

The common people of the United States have num- 
bers; theirs is the life of service; they can read and write; 
they are securing leisure ; they have the spirit of liberty ; 
they have political rights, and the beginning of industrial 
democracy. 

The’ plutocracy has property, prestige and power- 
the things of the present are all in their hands, but to- 
morrow will dawn and then-then the democracy may 
be awake to its possibilities. 

‘I’he big cards of the diemocracy are potential ones. 
They may be used if only the people will. The democracy 
has in its grip all of the machinery for the establishment 
of popular sovereignty-if it will ! 
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XXI. THE METHOD. 

T HE DEMOCRACY and the plutocracy are struggling 
for the control of the United States-of the Western 

World. The issue is clear cut-people against property; 
men versus dollars. 

The plutocracy is in the saddle with property, pres- 
tige, power. The democracy-the rank and file of men 
and women-with numbers and service and the burning 
upward pressure of human life, is demanding the earth 
as its heritage. Day by day, year by year, the contest 
grows fiercer. The plutocracy is determined to hold its 
power; the democracy is out to win! 

The indomitable spirit of youth is with the democ- 
racy. The young people are rising in protest, and the 
cry of their resentment against things as they are sounds 
across the land. 

An immense fund of enthusiasm is latent in the souls 
of these young men and women. It is not for nothing that 
there has been a tremendous change in school and 
college courses from the classics to social science. It is 
not mere chance that is leading tens of thousands of high 
school and college students to do their major work and 
carry the chief line of their interest in history, economics, 
sociology and politics. These subjects are intensely hu- 
man; they have a vital, gripping appeal; they point the 
way to better co-ordinatecb, more satisfying relationships 
between the members of the human family. Democracy’s 
hope lies in the proper education of these ardent, ideal- 
istic, youthful souls. 

,The same force is working everywhere. Young law- 
yers, ministers, teachers, journalists, scientists, and lit- 
erary men are revolting against the time worn grooves of 
predatory life and demanding an opportunity to make 
a society that is truly social. 

These young people, in school and in the early years 
of their professional careers, are named legion. They 
have faith, hope, enthusiasm, ideals, and they are rap- . 
idly evolving a purpose to have these ideals realized. 

Look well, 0 Plutocracy! Examine carefully the 
premises that lead all these young, hopeful ones-these 
symbols of the future-to side against your established 
order of. life. There is no more portentous sign in the 
social universe than their indifference to you and their 
enthusiasm for the democratic society that is to be. 
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XXII. WHAT ARE THESE PREMISES? 

THE, young men and women of the ,United States 
who are trained to intelligent thinking see the struc- 

ture. of present day society toppling under the pressure 
of a gre,at world crisis. Many of th,em believe that they 
feel the agony accompanying the death throes of the 
capitalist system. Understanding social problems, they 
realize that they must live for the next thirty years in a 
world for the conditions of whi’ch th#ey are at least in 
part responsible, and they intend to ‘devote their energies 
to making the best possilble world for themselves and 
for their descendants. 

The conditions surrounding the wSorld crisis compel 
the men and women of the younger generation ‘to view 
largely and seriously the world life in which they must 
participate. 

A study of society shows that old institutions inevit- 
ably break down, only to bae replaced by newer and more 
vigorous institutions, which are constructed along th,e 
lines ,of a wider social experience. The older generation 
is satisfied with the oldetr institutions; the younger gener- 
ation, shaped in its thinking by the drastic experience of 
the past decade, can never be satisfied with anything less 
than a reconstructed social w.orld. 

The young people are convinced that economic forces 
are fundamental; that economic changes must precede, 
or at least accompany every form of social change, and 
therefore they have turned their attention to the economic 
reconstruction of society. In the present order, they 
recognize the relics of a past era of eSconomic life. Be- 
fore them they see the possibilities of a new order built 
along more enlightened and more social lines. The old 
order has rested upon competition-th,e law of the jungle. 
The new order must re’st upon co-operation-the law of 
civilized society. This co-operation must reach to the 
foun’dation of social life. All of the economic machin- 
ery-resources, factories, banks, mercantile establish- 
merits,-that is organized socially and used socially, must 
be socially owned and socially controlled otherwise the 
expltoitation incident to the present economic system must 
inevitably continue. 

Thbe pow.er exercised by the rulers of present day 
economic society depends primarily on their ownership 
of the productive machinery and on their control over the 
economic surplus. This control gives them a substantial 
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power over every phase of human activity. So long as 
one small group of individuals, responsible to themselves 
alone, is permitted to wield this power, society cannot be 
free economically, socially or politically. 

The owners of the nation’s wealth must be the peo- 
ple who depend upon that wealth for an opportunity to 
work and for the necessaries of life. All of the economic 
power exercised in society must be exercised only when 
it is delegated by the citizenethe workers-who make 
up the’ vast majority of the individuals in economic so- 
ciety. 

The masters of economic life will not abdicate. They 
will continue their rule, the’y will add to their power and 
they will bulwark the “invisible empire” until all can see 
and feel its might. Against this menace, one thing and 
one thing only’ will avail. That is, the conscious, intelli- 
gent solidarity of the workers. This solidarity must show 
itself industrially and politically. Industrially in the form 
of industrial unionism-politically-in the form of party 
activity. Each worker must expect to stand shoulder to 
shoulder with his fellows on the political field just as he 
stands with them shoulder to shoulder on the industrial 
field.. Then, as in Englanc$ the Socialist Party and the 
&abor Congress will meet in common council to determine 
the policies upon which they must act and to prepare for 
the final measurement of strength with the plutocracy. 

The workers must stand shoulder to shoulder with a 
solidarity that is international as well as national. The 
most powerful of all international movements today is 
International Socialism. Every man and woman who 
belongs with the movement and works’for it, has a part 
in the mighty organization, that is lining up the workers 
of every land to strive for the common end, brotherhood 
based upon the foundation of a co-operative common- 
wealth. 
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TBE ONLY WAY we’ll ever get Socialism is by working 
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If we are ever to overcome eaptalism; if ‘we are ever to win 
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